Abstract-Analysis of the fundamental noise characteristics of chirped laser dispersion spectroscopy (CLaDS) is reported. The noise performance of CLaDS under shot noise conditions is investigated and the results are compared to that of direct laser absorption spectroscopy (DLAS). For single spectral point detection, the CLaDS detection limit is a factor of 6 higher than that of DLAS. In the case of full spectral fitting with accurate representation of the noise characteristics and the less complex baseline correction in CLaDS, both techniques show comparable fundamental limit of performance in trace-chemical detection.
I. INTRODUCTION
C HIRPED Laser Dispersion Spectroscopy (CLaDS) has been shown to be a promising technology for spectroscopic chemical detection in both the near and mid-infrared spectral regions [1] - [4] . In general, laser-based spectroscopic techniques are particularly well suited for many applications including security, environment monitoring, and industrial applications of chemical detection. CLaDS is a technique that measures optical dispersion observed in the light's interaction with the targeted chemical species. It has shown advantageous properties such as immunity to power variations [1] , linear response, and large dynamic range [5] . Previous publications focused mainly on empirical and analytical methodology to investigate the sources of noise in CLaDS [6] , [7] , however, here we aim to investigate the fundamental noise limits. This allows for comparison of CLaDS with conventional techniques based on absorption spectroscopy. To do this we study the propagation of detector shot-noise through an idealized CLaDS spectrometer and determine how this noise translates to uncertainty of the retrieved chemical concentration. The ultimate system performance is investigated in two operation modes: 1) an idealized single spectral point detection and 2) a more practical spectral fitting algorithm. The results are compared to equivalent modelling data obtained for an idealized Direct Laser Absorption Spectroscopy (DLAS) system. Manuscript received May 6, 2016 ; revised August 19, 2016; accepted September 26, 2016. This work was supported by the NSF CAREER Award CMMI-0954897 and in part by the NSF ERC MIRTHE (EEC-0540832).
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II. THEORY OF OPERATION
The CLaDS technique provides a direct measurement of the optical dispersion induced by the laser light's interaction with the target species. Conventional absorption-based techniques probe the attenuation of transmitted light when the laser wavelength coincides with the molecular/atomic transition.
Simultaneous to this attenuation the optical wave undergoes a phase-shift induced by the optical dispersion of the target molecules. CLaDS quantifies the dispersive effect by probing the sample with a multi-frequency laser beam. Each frequency component experiences a slightly different index of refraction resulting in different propagation times through the sample (i.e. a phase shift). The dispersion information is then extracted through frequency demodulation of the heterodyne beatnote generated in the square-law photodetector. The CLaDS signal is further enhanced by a frequency chirp of the laser source where the signal amplitude is directly proportional to the chirp rate (S [rad/s 2 ] ). An example schematic of a typical CLaDS system is detailed in Fig. 1 . Further details about the derivation and formulization of CLaDS can be found in [1] , [3] .
III. NOISE CHARACTERISTICS

A. Noise Model
As introduced in the previous section, the CLaDS signal is obtained by frequency demodulating the received heterodyne beatnote signal. Noise propagation through the CLaDS receiver has a direct impact on the error of the retrieved spectroscopic parameters. Here we will assume an ideal quantum shot noise (white noise) at the input of an ideal FM demodulator and derive the output CLaDS detection noise. While shot-noise represents an ultimate limit for typical optical sensors, any random noise used in this model (including a noise source that shows a relatively flat power spectral density within the detection bandwidth in a realistic system) would procedure similar results.
As illustrated in Fig. 2a , we will analyze a CLaDS system utilizing a dual-frequency beam generated through singlesideband modulation techniques (ideally with equal power in each frequency component). It's worth noting that while a dualfrequency beam is the optimal case for CLaDS, the technique has also been demonstrated with double-sideband modulators as well [3] . Here the dual-frequency beam is focused onto the photodetector (a square law device), which generates a heterodyne photocurrent beatnote:
where A(t) is the instantaneous amplitude of the beatnote signal (units [A]), Ω is the frequency spacing of the optical sidebands ([rad/s]), and φ(t) is the instantaneous phase. The symbols N and ξ are random processes that represent optical intensity noise and RF carrier phase noise, respectively. The phase noise, ξ, is the effective phase noise of the RF oscillator and RF down-conversion circuitry viewed as a combined system. The phase, φ, varies due to the dispersion of the sample when the laser is chirped and its wavelength coincides with a molecular transition. Frequency demodulation is used to measure this dispersive effect. This process can be broken into two simplified steps, intermediate frequency (IF) filtering, which defines the detection bandwidth, and ideal FM demodulation (see Fig. 2a ) that can be expressed as the time derivative of the received phase signal:
where f(t) is the instantaneous frequency of the heterodyne beatnote at the carrier frequency, Ω. This signal, which varies as a function of time, is defined to be the measured CLaDS signal. The beatnote signal is affected by intensity noise and here we assume that the noise present on i beat (t) is white noise with a one-sided noise spectral density of N i (units A 2 /Hz). The resulting carrier to noise ratio (CNR), defined as the ratio of beatnote power to the noise power within the IF bandwidth B, is given as:
In the limit of high CNR (CNR 1), the one-sided noise spectral density N FM (f ) (units Hz 2 /Hz) of the noise present on f(t) is given as:
The first term originates from the intensity noise modeled by N i , illustrated in Fig. 2a , and the second term is the noise spectral density of dξ/dt. In this derivation it is assumed that the optical intensity noise and the RF oscillator phase noise are independent, which is a reasonable assumption due to the physically distinct origin of these noise sources. Phase noise is a technical limitation of the measurement system which can be minimized by a proper system design. One example of typical (residual) phase noise could be a Brownian motion type noise, which follows the trend N ξ (f ) ∼ 1/f 2 (units 1/Hz). This additive phase noise corresponds to a RF oscillator linewidth of the Lorentzian shape with a half-width at half-maximum of πf 0 , where f o is constant with units Hz 2 / Hz [8] . It is a random noise that is independent of chirp rate and hence results in constant contribution f 0 to the one-sided frequency noise spectral density:
Other noise sources that are unavoidable in real-world systems (such as a low-frequency noise from the driving circuitry) can also be lumped into this constant spectral density contribution f 0 . This is supported by the previous empirical studies of noise in CLaDS where such a low-frequency noise component (referred to as DC noise in [6] ) was experimentally observed. The total output noise power calculated by integrating the noise spectral density over the demodulation bandwidth is given by σ 2 CLaDS (with an assumption of ideal, rectangular-shaped lowpass filters [9] ):
It was also shown in [6] that at high chirp rates that require large demodulation bandwidths, the intensity noise term dominates and the constant f 0 term can be neglected. In this regime (i.e., f o = 0) the standard deviation of random fluctuations at the output of FM demodulator (in the units of [Hz]) can be simplified to:
In general the total output noise σ CLaDS is proportional to B 3/2 . If the fundamental shot noise limit is assumed, the input noise can be described as:
Here 
where η het is the heterodyne efficiency. In (9) it is also assumed that the carrier and sideband powers are equal to half of the total power (see Fig. 2a ). The heterodyne efficiency, with a maximum value of 1, captures effects such as wavefront distortions between the two heterodyning beams (in the case that they are generated independently, e.g., by acousto-optical modulation), and a non-ideal frequency response of the detector. Combining (8) and (9) into the expression for CNR yields the following equation
which can be used to calculate the shot-noise limited CLaDS noise using (7):
In DLAS the noise propagation is relatively straight-forward as shown in Fig. 2b . The acquisition bandwidth, B, determines the amplitude noise power at the output of the DLAS receiver, which can be calculated as:
and in shot-noise limited case can be expressed as
B. CLaDS Noise Model Verification
To test the developed noise model, the analytical expressions in the previous section were compared to simulations of ideal frequency demodulation [10] . For given detection parameters (i.e. CNR), we simulated a sine wave with the appropriate carrier amplitude and additive random noise (i.e. the shot noise) described by (8) . The demodulation bandwidth (B in (3)), was then varied to investigate the bandwidth dependence of the noise at the output of FM demodulator. The acquisition bandwidth for the case of the ideal sine wave was set to half the sampling rate. Bandwidth considerations for spectroscopic signals are discussed in following sections.
To eliminate additive noise due to the numerical approximation of the sine wave or the filtering process, an additional carrier signal was generated with no added noise and underwent the same analysis. After, the two signals were subtracted to reveal the FM demodulation noise due to only shot-noise at the input. The result of this analysis in comparison to the analytical calculation based on (7) with the same detection parameters is shown in Fig. 3 . This verification of our analytical noise model allows for an accurate comparison to DLAS.
IV. SIGNAL MODEL
Spectroscopic detection limits are often normalized to a standard figure of merit to accurately compare performances between technologies. Here we will do this by comparing the shot-noise limited SNR of CLaDS to the SNR of DLAS in the same fundamental limit. Direct comparison of the two techniques will be presented as the evaluation of the SNR for a given spectroscopic sample and set of acquisition parameters such as acquisition bandwidth, sampling rate, wavelength scan rate, number of samples averaged, etc. First we present the signal models for each technique. Then the optimum acquisition bandwidth is calculated from the spectral line shape and wavelength scan parameters for both CLaDS and DLAS. In addition we assume that the average optical power at the photodetector is the same for each technique, with the only difference that in DLAS all optical power is carried by a single optical wave, while in CLaDS it is equally split between the two waves ( Fig. 2) . We additionally assume that CLaDS operates at the optimum frequency spacing Ω for the dual-frequency beam, which corresponds to the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the target transition for a peak detection scheme [3] . When data extraction is achieved through spectral fitting an optimum spacing of Ω = 3 * HWHMs is used to increase the efficiency of the fitting routine. More information about the difference in optimum frequency spacing for peak detection versus spectral fitting is included in the Appendix.
A. Signal Calculations
Both the CLaDS and DLAS spectra are derived from the complex wavenumber for a molecular/atomic transition, given byk(ω) = k(ω) + iα(ω)/2. The real component, k(ω), and the imaginary component, α(ω), provide information about dispersion and absorption, respectively. This relationship allows us to express both the CLaDS and DLAS signal in terms of the peak absorption coefficient, α c (cm -1 ). Later this relation will be used to directly compare the SNRs of both techniques. For the Lorentzian lineshape model, the peak absorption coefficient α c and the Δk related to peak-to-peak change in k(ω), are approximately equal. This is shown for an example transition in Fig. 4 .
The optical transmission (I/I o ) through a given sample is then determined using the imaginary part ofk(ω) and the path-length L, which for a Lorentzian lineshape is given by:
where x is a normalized unit for optical frequency,
In this normalized expression, ω, ω c , and ω L represent the optical frequency, the line center, and HWHM of the absorption line, respectively. For small absorbances the amplitude of the DLAS signal (absorption) measured by the detector can be then approximated as:
Similarly, an expression for the single-sideband CLaDS signal can be derived from the real part ofk(ω) and the Lorenztian lineshape, which yields: 
B. Optimum Detection Bandwidth
In our comparison we require both CLaDS and DLAS to operate under the optimum acquisition parameters. The scan rate (or in the case of CLaDS, the chirp rate) along with the spectral feature itself define the optimum acquisition bandwidth. In DLAS, if the acquisition bandwidth is equal or larger than the signal bandwidth the acquired signal is independent of the acquisition bandwidth, and only the total noise is bandwidthdependent. In CLaDS the situation is more complex. As shown in (16) and (30), the CLaDS signal is proportional to the chirp rate S. Thus, both the signal and the noise depend on chirp rate. To provide a fair comparison, both techniques must be analyzed with optimum bandwidth used for signal detection. To this optimum, signal modeling was performed for a transition with a peak absorbance of α c · L = 2 × 10 −4 and a halfwidth of ω L = 2π · (2 GHz). A scan range of 12 half widths at half maximum (HWHMs) of the target line was empirically found to be the lowest range that effectively decoupled the retrieval of the assumed 2 nd order polynomial baseline (with the information contained primarily in the line wings) from the spectral line fit. Results justifying this choice are provided in the Appendix.
With the scan/chirp rate identical for both techniques we have calculated the corresponding signal bandwidths containing 90% of the modulating signals for each technique individually. For DLAS, the modulating signal is simply the absorption feature. In CLaDS, the modulating signal is the phase deviation acquired by each component of the dual-frequency beam, which is then translated to variations of the instantaneous frequency of the heterodyne beatnote. Bandwidth calculations using the Lorentzian formulization of the signals ( (14) and (16)) and the Voigt profile ( (29) and (30) The results in Fig. 5 .a show that both modulating signals (absorption and dispersion) yield the same 90% signal bandwidth, which is not intuitive based on their different line-shapes (Fig. 4) , but fundamentally quite obvious since they are derived from the real and imaginary part of the same complex function connected through Kramers-Kronig relations, which leave the magnitude of the Fourier transform invariant.
The detection bandwidth required by a DLAS system is simply determined by the modulation signal bandwidth (B DLAS = f mod ). For a CLaDS system that uses a FM demodulation process, the modulation depth related to the peak frequency deviation must also be considered in the detection bandwidth term (B CLaDS = f mod + f dev ). The term f dev cannot be freely set and is related to the maximum of the modulating signal. However in case of trace measurements assumed here, f dev is very small and therefore can be omitted in the calculation of the CLaDS detection bandwidth. For all scan rates analyzed in Fig. 5 .b, the detection bandwidths for the absorption and dispersion signals were nearly identical independently of the scan rate. In the following analysis we have assumed a detection bandwidth capturing 99.995% of the total signal power, which will be used to determine the system noise. Some of the results in the following sections will be presented in terms of a normalized bandwidth (B norm = B · T o ), which for a fixed scan time (T o , [s] ) and a fixed scan range (12 HWHMs) provides an easy way to compare between the two spectroscopic methods capturing the same integrated signal power.
V. SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO
The SNR of a spectroscopic measurement can be determined for a specific acquisition time based on the signal and noise models discussed in Sections III and IV. It should be noted that in addition to defining the bandwidth, the chirp/scan rate also determines the number of scans, m, that can be averaged within given measurement time (e.g. 1 s). Since we plan to study CLaDS performance at different chirp rates, this subsequent averaging will be taken into account as a reduction of random noise in the system by m −1/2 . Similar noise averaging will be taken into account in DLAS.
In DLAS, the SNR can be determined as:
In CLaDS the signal f CLaDS from (16) or (30) (depending on the lineshape model) scales with the chirp rate. However higher chirp rates require larger detection bandwidths, which according to (7) leads to higher output noise. This increase in random noise can be counter-balanced through averaging. The SNR for CLaDS can be generally expressed as
If one assumes an optimized system in which the chirp rate determines the optimum bandwidth and the maximum number of scans averaged (S Ý B Ý m), the SN R CLaDS in the intensity noise dominated regime (described by (7)) will be independent of the chirp rate. This has been previously shown by Daghestani et al. [7] . A similar result is obtained for DLAS, in which the signal is independent of the chirp rate and the noise scales as B 1/2 . It should be noted, however, that is only true for proper choice of the bandwidth and maximum m such that the data is captured with 100% duty cycle.
If the noise power density containing the low frequency noise term is used (see (6) ), the SNR will show chirp dependence at low chirp rates where the intensity noise term is comparable to the low frequency noise term. By chirping the laser faster, the useful signal is spread over a larger frequency range, and thus the near-DC corruption shows decreasing impact. The smallest chirp rate that is able to overcome the influence of this lowfrequency component depends on the magnitude of the DC noise source. Figure 6 shows a simulation of SNR as a function of chirp rate for f 0 ranging from 0 to 1Hz. It is clear that for higher f 0 , a higher chirp rate is required to achieve maximum SNR. Moreover if the number of averages, m, is not adjusted properly, or just kept constant, the SNR as a function of chirprate will exhibit a characteristic maximum at optimum chirp rate beyond which a steady decrease is observed. The same is true for a single scan which is shown in Fig. 6 as dash-dotted curve. This is consistent with empirical studies in our previous work [6] , which used a constant number of 500 averages at all chirp rates, and the resulting curves showed similar shape with a local maximum. The black curve in Fig. 6 represents the pure intensity noise limited case (see (7)), and at high chirp rates the SNR asymptotically approaches this constant value. For realistic systems where this low-frequency noise cannot be avoided, increase of the chirp rate (and simultaneously the number of averages) allows to overcome effects of this lowfrequency noise contribution.
A. SNR for Single Spectral Point
Single spectral point detection is an idealized scenario of system operation that could be used for continuous signal acquisition at the center of absorption line provided there is no baseline or baseline drifts in the spectroscopic system. In DLAS single spectral point noise is often used as an estimate of system SNR, but this mode of operation despite being theoretically possible is not practical due to baseline fluctuations. In CLaDS, where a frequency chirp is required, such a mode of operation is unrealistic for practical implementation. Nevertheless, the idealized single spectral point SNR analyzed here represents the ultimate SNR and an upper bound of SNR achievable in perfect conditions.
Through the analysis detailed in the previous sections we demonstrated that at a given chirp (scanning) rate, the optimum detection bandwidth for CLaDS and DLAS is the same. We also showed that at high chirp rates the CLaDS SNR is independent of chirp rate. Given these results, accurate, analytical expressions for single point SNR values for both CLaDS and DLAS can be obtained. If the intensity noise density at the output of the photodetector, N i , is assumed to be the same for DLAS and CLaDS we can calculate SNRs for both systems with (17) and (18) and the noise expressed in (7) for CLaDS and (13) for DLAS. The ratio of SNRs for both techniques yields:
Using (19), the SNR values for both techniques, as well as their ratio can be directly calculated for given spectroscopic and detection parameters. This direct SNR comparison is shown in Fig. 7 as a function of normalized bandwidth, for a scan time of T 0 = 1ms, a chirp rate of S = ω L · 12/T 0 (i.e. the width of the spectral scan is 12 HWHMs), a Lorentzian linewidth of ω L = 2π · (2 GHz), a peak absorbance of α c · L = 2 × 10 −4 , a detector noise density with a magnitude of N i = 10 −14 A 2 /Hz, and a CLaDS frequency spacing of Ω = 2ω L .
Due to the fundamental relationship between absorption and dispersion, using the Lorentzian formulization for both DLAS and CLaDS ( (14) and (16)) and the shot noise models given by (13) and (11), the shot noise limited SNR ratio can be written as:
Here the factor of 1.12 represents the maximum of the normalized CLaDS shape shown in brackets in (16) 
Using (21) and ω R = 12, B norm = 11 (corresponding to normalized bandwidth containing 99.995% of the signal power), and η het = 1, the SNR ratio is 5.93. This result agrees with the calculations presented in Fig. 7 for the given normalized bandwidth. The results shown in this section indicate that the SNR for direct absorption spectroscopy is ∼ 6x higher than that of CLaDS under the same conditions when single spectral data point is measured, which represents an ideal asymptotic limit of detection. Results obtained via spectral fitting are presented in the next section.
B. SNR for Full Spectral Fitting
The CLaDS method generates a non-white noise and the f 2 dependence of the noise power spectral density causes the SNR (which captures the noise integrated over the bandwidth) to appear much worse as compared to DLAS where the noise is white. Since in CLaDS the signal and noise do not overlap substantially in the frequency domain, it might be misleading to compare both methods by just looking at the SNR of a single spectral point. In order to compare both methods in a more representative way, we aimed to take into account the different frequency distributions of signal and noise for each technique. A basic approach for this analysis could be to calculate the SNR using the noise that is weighted by the signal distribution in frequency domain. However, we do not follow this route due to two reasons: 1) such a weighted SNR may raise questions whether this gives realistic results or is merely an attempt to justify a result, and 2) such a weighting in the frequency domain corresponds exactly to a linear least squared curve fit with one parameter (equivalent names are a correlation filter, or a matched filter in the telecommunication field). The latter approach is not realistic because more than one parameter is usually required to perform the spectral fit (such as baseline parameters, chirp rate, linewidth, etc.). Therefore, we chose to directly analyze the behavior of the nonlinear regression of DLAS and CLaDS spectra, as it would be employed in a real-world system. This approach should give a fair and also realistic assessment of both methods.
In this comparison we assume a Lorentzian lineshape model with the parameters:
Hz. For CLaDS we set Ω = 3 ω L and for DLAS we assume a baseline of 1 + 0.1 x − 0.05x 2 with x = (t − T 0 /2)/T 0 to mimic the power variation in a typical semiconductor laser scan by modulation of the injection current. It's important to note that the optimum frequency spacing, Ω, is slightly larger in this analysis than in the single point case. This is a result of optimization which assures the highest peak signal for single spectral point measurement for Ω = 2 · HWHM, while at Ω = 3 · HWHM the dispersion features are isolated from one another, which in turn increases the efficiency of the CLaDS fit. Despite the change in optimum Ω, the impact on the signal bandwidth, and therefore noise, is negligible. Additionally, the DLAS optimum scan range of 12 HWHMs was used (see the Appendix for more details). Both techniques are modeled with the same scan range for easy comparison of the performance results; however it should be noted that for CLaDS, which has a significantly simplified baseline model, a wider scan reduces the relative contribution of the spectral points used to fit the spectral line which effectively increases signal error. To simulate different bandwidths, we apply a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) based filtering, and the results are plotted as a function of normalized bandwidth (B norm ).
The five parameters used in the fit of the CLaDS spectrum are α c ·L, ω L , S, the line center and a signal offset (constant shift of the spectrum used as the baseline). For DLAS six parameters are used in the model: α c ·L, ω L , line center and the three coefficients for the polynomial baseline (a, b and c in ax 2 + bx + c). Note that for DLAS the linewidth, ω L , and the chirp rate, S, cannot be estimated simultaneously since both parameters are interdependent and scale the spectrum horizontally. This is a known problem of absorption based methods where a single absorption line of unknown width cannot be use to infer the frequency axis from the spectrum itself. For CLaDS the situation is different since the frequency spacing of the optical waves (Ω) is known, and can be used by the fit to enable determination of the spectral frequency axis and the HWHM of the absorption line without calibration.
To perform this comparison we follow a semi-analytical approach. The standard error of the parameters obtained from a nonlinear regression can be obtained from the Jacobian matrix of the model function. To perform a fair comparison we calculate the fit uncertainty on the absorbance, σ(α c · L), retrieved by both methods and divide it by to an uncertainty in an ideal-
in absorbance units). This idealized measurement uncertainty represents the standard deviation of the absorbance measured by DLAS at the line center (at a single spectral point) with an assumption of a known and perfectly stable baseline. It should be noted that for CLaDS the error in retrieved parameter α c ·L is also expressed in terms of absorbance, which allows for a direct comparison to DLAS. By comparing both methods to the same idealized measurement error we can assure a fair performance benchmark and significantly reduce the complexity of the assessment, since it is independent of the line strength or intensity noise level, and gives a performance evaluation relative to an ultimate limit of the optical detection in a given system. The
, termed observation factor in [11] , can be computed from the Jacobian matrix, F, of the model used in the nonlinear regression.
Since the noise on the CLaDS spectrum is non-white, generalized least squares must be used, which is the extension of the (ordinary) least squares method to the non-white noise case. The error function for generalized least squares is given by [12, 13] :
where y is the vector of measurements, x is the vector of abscissa points, θ is the vector of the unknown model parameters, A is the assumed covariance matrix, T is the transpose operator, and f is the model function. For ordinary least squares we use A = I, the identity matrix, which corresponds to the assumption of white noise. For the generalized least squares model, the observation factor is given by (see section 4.3 in [12] and [13] for the errors on estimated parameters for generalized and nonlinear least squares):
where W is the true covariance matrix of the noise. The elements of the matrix W are related to the noise spectral density N x in the spectroscopic measurement by ((3.84) in [11] ):
where n/T 0 is the sampling rate of the spectral points, and n is the number of points in one spectral scan. For white noise we have ideally A = W = I, in which case the known for-
11 is obtained. The covariance matrix, W, of the noise is calculated from the noise spectral density, N x , which is different for DLAS and CLaDS and depends on the bandwidth. Although ideally A = W should be used to yield the most efficient error estimation [12] , we use for A the covariance matrix corresponding to the f 2 -noise over the entire bandwidth (i.e. the bandwidth equals half the sampling rate, B = n/(2T o )). It turns out that this makes only a negligible Fig. 8 . The noise performance for DLAS (blue trace) and CLaDS. The latter with the fit assuming white noise on the spectrum (i.e. ordinary least squares, A = I, red trace) and the correct f 2 noise density (generalized least squares, A = tridiag(−0.5, 1, −0.5), green trace. For the red trace CLaDS detection has an optimum bandwidth, while -as expected -for the correctly specified covariance matrix CLaDS fitting is independent on the bandwidth. If the bandwidth is too low the noise performance dramatically worsens, because the signal content is removed by the low-pass filtering.
difference as compared to A = W but simplifies the numerical math considerably. For DLAS we used a covariance matrix A = I and for CLaDS we used for A a tridiagonal matrix with 1 on the main diagonal and −0.5 on the diagonal above and below the main diagonal (i.e. A = tridiag(−0.5, 1, −0.5) in Matlab code). This covariance matrix is obtained from calculation of the finite differences of white noise, which represents the derivative that governs the frequency demodulation process (i.e. violet noise). Note that although (23) is only valid asymptotically for the case of "low noise", this is not a constriction in the real world since the nonlinear curve fit would not give very high performance if the noise level exceeds a certain limit (e.g. convergence problems). Also note that for the linear fit (23) is exact, as the linear fit has no convergence problems. The resulting observation factor as a function of normalized bandwidth calculated using this model for DLAS and CLaDS are shown in Fig. 8 If the bandwidth is too low Fig. 8 clearly shows that the noise performance of both methods (DLAS and CLaDS) dramatically worsens, because the useful signal is removed by the low-pass filtering. The lower limit of the observation factor is 1, which corresponds to an absorption retrieval uncertainty (i.e. concentration) from a spectral fit with absorbance being the only free parameter [14] . It is clear from Fig. 8 that DLAS with quadratic baseline cannot achieve this limit due to residual cross-sensitivity of the retrieved absorbance with the baseline parameters. Around the optimum bandwidth (B · T 0 = 11, which corresponds to 99.995% of the signal power) the observation factor for DLAS reaches value of ∼5, and becomes independent of the bandwidth beyond this point. For CLaDS when the f 2 -dependent noise spectral density (violet noise) is considered, the performance of CLaDS and DLAS become nearly identical around the optimum bandwidth of 11 (green and blue curve). Also the CLaDS performance becomes independent on the detection bandwidth. If the ordinary least squares fitting is considered (red curve), CLaDS performance is clearly lower at BT o = 11. In case of ordinary least squares fitting an optimum bandwidth exists that provides comparable observation factor to the generalized least squares fitting, but this optimal point occurs at BT 0 < 11, which might affect the retrieval fidelity of the real spectral line shape and thus is not recommended for use in spectroscopy. The remarkable result of this comparison is the fact that CLaDS (with optimized noise model) can perform equally well as DLAS in concertation retrieval via spectral fitting despite the 6-fold lower SNR in case of a single spectral point measurement discussed in the previous section. This can be attributed to a significantly simpler baseline in CLaDS (constant) than in DLAS (polynomial).
VI. CONCLUSION
The presented investigation into the sensitives of both CLaDS and DLAS provides a direct comparison between the two techniques under the fundamental limits of white noise on the photodetector signal. Analysis of the single point SNR for DLAS under shot noise conditions is rather straightforward; however, CLaDS analysis requires extra care due to the fact that both the signal amplitude and noise depend on the chirp rate of the laser. As a result, averaging and bandwidth considerations must be addressed. The presented models yielded a factor of ∼6 discrepancy between the idealized single point SNR for the two techniques, in the favor of DLAS. However in a more realistic case of concentration retrieval via full spectral fitting, both techniques show the same performance. Key factors that played a significant role in the case of CLaDS performance were the correct noise model (violet noise resulting from the frequency demodulation process) considered in a generalized least squares fitting routine, and a simpler baseline as compared to DLAS.
Further investigations are underway to analyze the fundamental performance of chirp-modulated CLaDS (CM-CLaDS) [15] .
APPENDIX
A. Derivation of CLaDS Signals
A SSB (single sideband) CLaDS signal is given by [1] , [10] :
Assuming a Lorentzian lineshape function, the complex wavenumber,k, can be rewritten as:
where ω o and ω L are the line center frequency and halfwidth, respectively, in optical frequency units (rad/s), α c is the peak absorbance coefficient (cm -1 ), and the term in the brackets represents the lineshape function. 
results an expression for k(ω), which when plugged into (25) results in (16) . Calculation of the imaginary part of the complex wavenumber describes the attenuation of the sample as detailed in the argument of the exponential in (14) . Similar expressions can be obtained for a Voigt lineshape, which contains the Faddeeva function (also known as the complex error function), W(z) [16] , [17] . With a method to evaluate W(z), the DLAS and CLaDS signals can be calculated with the following formulization. Firstly, the real, x, and the imaginary, y, inputs to the Faddeeva function are given by
where ω L and ω G represent the Lorentzian and Gaussian halfwidths (rad/s), respectively. The complex wavenumber for a Voigt profile is given bỹ
The transmission signal (related to the imaginary part of (28)) is then given by the following expression:
With CLaDS, the imaginary part of the of W(z) is used to determine the frequency (f CLaDS ) signal resulting from the multifrequency beam's interaction with the molecular transition. 
This result is consistent with (9) in [10] , and allows for rapid calculation of the CLaDS signal for Voigt line-shapes.
B. Justification of Chosen Scan Range
The dependence of the fit efficiency on the scan range can be investigated using the described observation factor calculation. To do this the same parameters as in the previous fitting analysis are used: T 0 = 1 ms, S = ω L · ω R /T 0 , ω L = 2π · (2 GHz), α c · L = 2 × 10 −4 , N i = 10 −14 A 2 /Hz, Ω = 3ω L , and a DLAS baseline of 1 + 0.1x − 0.05x 2 with x = (t − T 0 /2)/T 0 . With a fixed normalized bandwidth of B norm = B · T o = 11, the scan range, ω R (units: HWHMs), was varied as shown in Fig. 9 . For the given baseline order, which was chosen to mimic the tuning characteristics of a laser, a scan range of ω R = 12 is close to optimum for effective decoupling of the baseline signal from that of the absorption spectrum. From Fig. 9 it can also be seen that a scan range of ω R = 12 yields the same observation factor for both DLAS and CLaDS. Thus, the influence of scan range can be ignored. 
C. Optimum Frequency Spacing (Ω) in Peak Detection and Spectral Fitting
The optimum frequency spacing, Ω, in the CLaDS technique depends upon the method used for data extraction. For single spectral point analysis, the frequency spacing that maximizes the CLaDS peak value is used. This corresponds to approximately twice the HWHM of the probed transition. When spectral fitting is utilized, the optimized frequency spacing may deviate from the value corresponding to peak detection. This is due to the fact that it is common to fit for more than just the peak absorbance (or concentration). In the analysis presented above the laser chirp rate and the transition HWHM are also fit parameters. In CLaDS, the frequency spacing of the optical waves, Ω, is known and is utilized by the fitting routine to determine the spectral frequency axis as well as the HWHM without calibration. The efficiency of the fit is therefore increased when the two features in the CLaDS signal are full isolated. The comparison of these two lineshapes are illustrated in Fig. 10 , showing the maximized peak value at a frequency spacing of 2ω L and the separation of the CLaDS features at 3ω L .
